**Sheriff defends film confiscation**
By Rachael Scott

The Black Hawk County Sheriff’s Office confiscated a film Thursday night after a Black Hawk County Justice of the Peace found the film had not been approved by the Iowa State Film Commission.

The sheriff, speaking from his home, said the sheriff’s department had received a call around 7 p.m. from someone who said they were going to do a “demonstration.”

The sheriff said the film was not allowed under Iowa law and that it was being confiscated because it was not approved by the Iowa State Film Commission.

The sheriff also said he did not believe the demonstration was going to happen and that he wanted to make sure the film was safe.

**Cities Open**

The City of Cedar Rapids said it will open the City Hall building to the public on Thursday as a polling place for the primary election.
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**Medfly spraying expanded into new community**

**Life cycle of the Medfly**

1. The M homosexually pairs itself with a receptive female.
2. The female then rejects the male.
3. The male then becomes attached to the female and follows her.
4. The female begins to seek out a suitable place to lay its eggs.
5. The Medfly then lays its eggs on the fruit in a specific area.
6. The eggs hatch into white maggots that tunnel into the fruit.
7. The maggots feed on the fruit, causing it to become discolored.
8. The maggots then pupate into adult flies.
9. The adult flies then mate and the cycle repeats itself.

**Golf**

Still a lot of good players there who love the game. They’re just not as visible in any other capacity like a politician or a Stalin or a Gandhi. And a lot of the golf right now is in the country clubs which I don’t think the average person has access to. We were talking with some friends last night that have friends that are member of some of those clubs, and they’re not that accessible.

**Liberal**

The Liberal was a daily newspaper published in Liberal, Kansas. It was founded in 1907 and ceased publication in 2004. The newspaper was considered a liberal publication at the time of its closure.

**Balloons cast; Kania may be ousted**

Israelis cast votes in the first national elections since the end of the Yom Kippur War, in which Israel was forced to retreat from its 1967 conquests.

Kania, the leader of the Social Democratic Party, was facing a strong challenge from the Labor Party’s Labor leader, Yitzhak Rabin, who had been a strong advocate of the war.

**Scientists at Mount St. Helens**

Scientists at Mount St. Helens have found clues to life’s origins.

**Organ restoration**

The 90-year-old pipe organ at St. Mary’s Catholic Church is undergoing a $50,000 restoration.

**Chaplin dies**

Stage comic Harpo Chaplin died in a car accident on the Long Island Expressway.

**Weather**

The North Pole weather was cold enough for a snowstorm. The weather warmed up in the south and the winter storm was over.
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Briefly

State balance $32.6 million.
IOWA (UPI) - The state treasury had $13 million more at the close of December than it did a year ago, and sales taxes were the lowest in recent years, and receipts from the federal government were not necessarily indicating a good business climate.

Search moves to Illinois

WATERLOO (IUP) - The FBI was again investigating a series of bank robberies in the Chicago area, investigators said.

Donations

Taylor's mother lives in New York.

Police beat

Iowa has a failing rate market.
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A Pilot's License Will Make A Difference In Your Life.

A personal license to fly will open new horizons, new worlds, new experiences.

It's easy to take your first steps in aviation.

Weekly flight school. Flight training every Sunday, 10 am to 5 pm.

American Airlines offers a complete flight training program.
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Ul scientist’s research may lead to sickle cell therapy

By Cole Rogers
Special To The Daily

A UI researcher’s findings may lead to the first practical drug therapy for sickle cell disease, which affects as many as 80,000 Americans.

Dr. Joseph W. Walder, assistant professor of pharmacology, recently received an $80,000 grant from the National Institutes of Health which will fund a continuation of the work he began last year.

Walder’s research, which applies techniques from biochemistry and molecular biology, has the potential to provide a “pocket” treatment for sickle cell patients.

The disease is characterized by the formation of sickle-shaped red blood cells, which can get trapped in the blood vessels of the body, causing pain and organ failure.

Walder’s method involves removing one unit of a patient’s blood at a time and treating the red blood cells with a molecule that can ‘diagonally’ cross-link certain sickle cells, causing them to lose their sickle shape.

This process, called ‘diagonalization’, has the potential to provide a more practical, and available on a wider scale, therapy for sickle cell disease.

While Walder’s research will require more testing, the potential for a practical, effective treatment is promising.

The determination of the best cross-linking molecule can no longer attach to itself, making it a dimensional molecule consisting of an analog of kidney

of hemoglobin, the protein in red blood cells, which can no longer function because the molecule is trapped in the small blood vessels, cutting off blood flow and killing patches of tissue.

This potential treatment could produce a new class of drug therapy for sickle cell disease.

The class of chemical compounds now under study are those that are analogs of kidney function because the molecule is trapped in the small blood vessels.

Sickle cell disease is a hereditary blood disorder that affects about 100,000 Americans, especially those of African descent.

Early signs of the disease, even in the first months of life, can be a sign of the disease, and the disease can cause organ failure.

For more information, contact the National Hemoglobin Society, which is at the top of the list for one of the most severe sociological problems.

Sickle cell trait is less severe and is more common, affecting about 8 million people in the United States.

BY CAROL SEIDEL

Your records or ours

Our records or yours?
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Defanging Title IX

The Education Department’s civil rights director said this week that the department’s position is to determine that schools found guilty of sexual-orientation discrimination should not be prosecuted under Title IX. This would be an absolute plus to women in education and likely to be a high priority for all kinds of educational institutions.

In the past, schools faced the threat of losing federal aid or facing the prospect of a lawsuit. The government could also have found itself in violation of Title IX, which would have had a significant impact on the school’s reputation.

This means that women in education who are victims of sexual-orientation discrimination would not be protected under Title IX. It is likely that this will have a significant impact on the ability of women to report and address instances of discrimination.

However, it is important to note that this does not mean that Title IX is no longer a valuable tool for protecting women’s rights. It simply means that it is not as effective as it once was.

Letters

To the editor:

I love your column today! You have hit the nail on the head. We need to be reminded of the importance of Title IX and its role in protecting women’s rights.

I think that it is important to continue to promote Title IX and its importance. We need to be reminded of the importance of protecting women’s rights and ensuring that they are treated fairly and equally.

Letters

To the editor:

I recently read your column on Title IX and I was very impressed. I thought it was a great article and I agree with your stance on the importance of Title IX.

I think that it is important to continue to promote Title IX and its importance. We need to be reminded of the importance of protecting women’s rights and ensuring that they are treated fairly and equally.

I am looking forward to reading more of your articles and I hope that you continue to promote the importance of Title IX.

Hoyt Olsen

Women honored

On Saturday, one of the nation’s illustrious halls of fame will be honoring a group of women who have made significant contributions to the nation. The group of women being honored is the Women’s Hall of Fame.

The Women’s Hall of Fame was established in 1985 and is dedicated to recognizing women who have made significant contributions to the nation. The hall of fame aims to celebrate the achievements of women and inspire future generations.

This year’s honorees are

Kim Kardashian

Emily Dickinson

Ellen Boorstein

The Women’s Hall of Fame will be recognizing these women for their contributions to the nation. The ceremony will take place on Saturday at 7:00 PM.

Religion and the schools don’t mix

Public schools have always been a target for protests and demonstrations. Many groups believe that the separation of church and state is not being respected in public schools.

For example, the ACLU has filed lawsuits in favor of ending prayer in public schools. They argue that this is a violation of the First Amendment.

The government has responded by saying that it allows students to pray at school if they wish. However, the ACLU argues that this is not enough and that the schools should not be promoting religion in any way.

Hoyt Olsen

Letters

To the editor:

I think that the separation of church and state is an important issue that needs to be addressed. I agree with the ACLU that public schools should not be promoting religion.

I think that the schools should focus on teaching students about different religions and allowing them to learn about them. This would help to promote a better understanding of different cultures and beliefs.

Letters

To the editor:

I recently read your column on religion and the schools. I agree with your stance on this issue.

I think that the schools should focus on teaching students about different religions and allowing them to learn about them. This would help to promote a better understanding of different cultures and beliefs.

I am looking forward to reading more of your articles and I hope that you continue to address this important issue.

Hoyt Olsen
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Hoyt Olsen
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Club pushes for Watt resignation
By Jack Foreman
Editor in Chief

Iowa City residents are planning a national petition drive that calls for the resignation of U.S. Senator and Iowa Governor James I. Watt.

The Johnson County Club at a meeting Tuesday evening authorized a national Amicales petition drive that is expected to have as many as 2.5 million signatures already have been collected in congressional lines with about 300 from the Iowa county.

Chicanism is denied in areas where Club members will set up a booth in River Park Sunday from 1:30 to 4 p.m. The Club expects many of Watt's supporters to flock there, too. But Club officials are confident that the campaign to have Watt's resignation is picking up steam.

Moral Majorettes—all educators, the freedom of creation is mine. Fundamentalists, should be responsible for that act that reflects the views of the taught in the school. Evolution regarding a divine creation viewpoint of the speaker on from one religion to another. A religious reformers is that particularly those in the Christian their beliefs. What many forget, again far right activists are the name of religious freedom. A teacher who brought suit not just to introduce the prepare students to find their own questions. Elementary secondary schools are now being taught in public.
Gould’s Marlowe funny, innocent
By Craig Wyman

For 30 years, Humphrey Bogart had
been the bogeyman of the film
world, the image of a tough Marl-
lowe. So in "The Big Sleep," a
man who really knew his way
around a smoking cigarette, and
thorowly familiar with the
mean streets of Los Angeles.

Uneven writing yields schizophre
nic ‘Boyfriend’
By Craig Wyman

al Old Boys in anomenous title, a
fairy tale, a photograph, Paul
Leonard Rogers, the author of
the novel, was a tough Marl-
lowe. So in "The Big Sleep," a
man who really knew his way
around a smoking cigarette, and
thorowly familiar with the
mean streets of Los Angeles.

Old pipe loses its first ring
By Linda Berkman

In the last 15 years, pipe smoking
has become a popular and
health-conscious alternative
to traditional tobacco smoking.

Party to mark Nicaraguan
independence

The Iowa City (Ia.) Suburban Central
American Solidarity Committee will hold a
reception and reception and reception
at 9 p.m. at J. S. Gilbert, 130 E. Market
St., Monday, July 15.

Plasticarn arrested for batterv

LYNNWOOD, (AP) - Paul
Kochenderfer, 26, of Lynnwood,
was charged Tuesday with
ansing an elderly woman.
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Old pipe organ gets its first restoration

By Leslie Barlowe

The 100-year-old pipe organ at St. Mary’s Catholic Church in the village of Luxembourg is in need of a thorough cleaning. The church’s organist, Leslie Barlowe, said the organ has been neglected for many years and needs to be restored.

The organ, which is located in the north transept of the church, was built in 1921 by the Oliver Organ Company of Chicago. The organ was originally installed in a church in Chicago, but was later moved to St. Mary’s Church in Luxembourg.

Barlowe said the organ is in need of a thorough cleaning and restoration. She said the church has received several quotes for the work, but none have been accepted.

Barlowe said the church is hoping to receive funding from the National Park Service to help with the restoration. The church has already received a grant from the National Park Service to help fund the organ restoration.

The church is hoping to begin the restoration work in the fall of 2023. Barlowe said the church is hoping to have the organ back in operation by the end of the year.

Chicago panel okays mass transit bailout

CHICAGO — A Chicago city council panel has approved a $300 million bailout for a struggling transit system.

The transit system, which includes the CTA and Metra, is in need of funding to keep the system running.

The Chicago Transit Authority, which operates the CTA and Metra, requested the bailout from the city council.

The bailout will be used to pay for the cost of operating the transit system, as well as to make upgrades to the system.

The Chicago city council voted 40-10 to approve the bailout.

The bailout will be paid for using money from the city’s general fund.

The CTA and Metra have been struggling with budget issues in recent years.

In May, the CTA announced it would be laying off 300 employees.
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Gould's Marlowe funny, innocent

By Craig Wyckoff

Cynical, Leonard Schrader, director Joan-yard love, hate, jealousy, loyalty - in the Colleum will be seen in Leonar· Schrader's "Thieves Like Us." In this photo, the story that stars Bo Derek as Jane.

The 2nd Chicago Folksinger Society presents "Concerts for a Caus troublesome parts come from the heating a photographer who took a picture of a 1932 movie. The film Goldfinger, can't remove behind the scenes of the world.

Lightening a photographer who took a picture of a 1932 movie. The film Goldfinger, can't remove behind the scenes of the world.

The tone Mohawk haircut and outrageous behavior, was arrested after a concert in Lynwood, a south Chicago suburb.

In a statement released by her publicist, Derek said she was "embarrassed" by the incident and apologized to her fans.

There will be a special project in Collegium called "The College will perform Petrucci text

The Illinois Central College will present "Marlowe" on Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the college's auditorium.

The performance will include vocal and instrumental music, as well as a reading of Marlowe's works.

Plasticam arrested for battery

LYNNWOOD, Wash. - (UPI) - Paul Linnell, 19, o.t. a Lynnwood police officer, was arrested Thursday on charges of making a false report to the police.

The officer said he was called to a residence in Lynnwood where a report of a fire was made.

The officer said he was called to a residence in Lynnwood where a report of a fire was made.

Ruling upholds MGM, 'Tarzan'

NEW YORK (UPI) - A federal jury in New York City has ruled in favor of MGM in a case involving the rights to the Tarzan character.

The jury held that MGM still owns the rights to use the Tarzan name and symbols.

Drilling buys new wheelchair

DES MOINES - (AP) - Dennis Holtz, a Des Moines lawyer, has purchased a new electric wheelchair for his son, who has muscular dystrophy.

The wheelchair, which cost $3,000, was purchased through a program sponsored by the Muscular Dystrophy Association.

The program provides assistance for people with muscular dystrophy who need special equipment.

Having a Party? Why don't you invite the Hobo?

If you're having a party, you might consider inviting the Hobo.

He's been around for a long time and is known for his entertaining stories and jokes.

But don't worry, he won't be there long. He's just there to add a touch of humor to your party.

The Hobo is always welcome, so don't hesitate to invite him to your next gathering.
Old pipe organ gets its first restoration

by Louise Niederer
From the Daily News

The 1898 organ, which was recently restored at the St. Mary's Hospital, is the oldest pipe organ in the city. The organ was the largest of its kind in the state when it was built in 1898. It was installed in the old Main St. Church, which was later converted into the St. Mary's Hospital. The organ was moved to its current location in 1962. It is being restored as part of the hospital's centennial celebration.

The project is planned to restore the organ as closely as possible to its original condition, according to its designer, Arthur P. Rogers. The organ has been in storage for many years. According to Rogers, the organ has been reassembled and is ready for use in the hospital's new wing. The organ will be dedicated on the hospital's centennial anniversary, October 15, 1988.

The organ is expected to be the centerpiece of the hospital's centennial celebration. It will be played by the hospital's organist, David Quimby, and other musicians from the community. The organ will be used for concerts and other events.

The organ is located in the hospital's new wing, which is being constructed on the hospital's current site. The new wing will include a large auditorium, a lecture hall, and a museum dedicated to the hospital's history.

The organ is expected to be in use for many years to come. The hospital is planning to use the organ for concerts and other events, and it is expected to become a centerpiece of the hospital's cultural activities.
Curl’s 65 grabs Quad Cities Open lead

SPORTS

Curl won the World Indian Open in 1971 but then quit professional curling. He got back into the game in 1983 and is now in his fourth year. He is in 21st place, will advance to the Falls Curling.

The two leaders were one stroke ahead of each other in the first round at the Falls Curling. The two leaders were one stroke ahead of each other in the first round at the Falls Curling. The two leaders were one stroke ahead of each other in the first round at the Falls Curling. The two leaders were one stroke ahead of each other in the first round at the Falls Curling.

Son arrested; Nicklaus fires first-round 83

By Diane Myers

Rummlers two back in Iowa Amateur

By F. Russell Hoitard

In what is considered Iowa’s most prestigious amateur golf tournament, former Racers Dan Rummlers of West Liberty and Joe Almen of Gladbrook set the pace Thursday, with 142s on the first day of the three-day Amateur tournament at the Beaver Hills Country Club in Cedar Rapids.
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Fernandez and July just winning majors threatened by Nicklaus’ move

By Diane Myers

Sports trivia

Who was the only player to play in both the 1972 and 1974 British Open?

The 1972 British Open was won by Nicklaus, but the 1974 British Open was won by Watson, who beat Nicklaus in a playoff.

Davis wins twice in Junior World Games

By Roy Christian

Randy Davis (16) of St. Louis Estates, Minn., won the British Open on Sunday at the age of 16, and the Canadian Open on Monday at the age of 17.
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